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• 한 loosely translates to emotional pain that is
endured because it is beyond the individual’s
capacity to process. 한 is similar to the Indigenous
concept of soul wounds or the psychological concept
of intergenerational trauma.

• Guem-ja and Dae-su personify 한.
• Revenge unifies the past, present, and future as Dae-

su, Geum-ja, drive their unresolved 한 from the past
through the present and into their children, the
future generation (Figures 2 and 3)

• Chan-wook uses graphic violence and genre
subversion to critique vengeance as an ineffective
method of processing trauma by leaving the worst
violence to the viewer's imagination.

• Chan-wook subverts the genre also by removing
tension in Lady Vengeance. The undramatic
portrayal shows revenge only turns characters into
the monsters they seek to destroy.

• Healing from 한 requires acknowledge its roots
and reconstructing an understanding of the self
and the world that fits with the events.

• After their trauma, Guem-ja and Dae-su can’t
return to who they were, but that doesn’t mean
they’re unredeemable. Healing does not mean
returning to purity, it means learning to live with
the scars.

• Guem-ja’s acceptance of the cake rather than the
tofu (Figure 4 and 6) is a refusal of the notion that
someone must be pure or free from sin to move
forward. It demonstrates that healing and must
come from the self.

• Guem-ja’s tears represent the most essential part
of healing: mourning. She lost thirteen years of
her life, her children and caught up in revenge,
herself. Through mourning she starts the
processes of healing and rebuilding her identity.
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• The parallel suicides of Soo-ah and the man on the
roof (Figure 5) demonstrate ignoring 한 existence is
just as lethal as vengeance. Dae-su, too caught up in
his revenge plot, forgets about Soo-ah and the
viewer, too caught up in the revenge plot, forgets
about the man on the roof.

• Oldboy’s ending where Dae-su’s is hypnotize to
forget his incest mirrors the post-traumatic amnesia
experienced by survivors of trauma. While they live
without conscious remembrance of the events, 한 is
still trapped within the body. Dae-su’s ambiguous
expression at the end of the film, a mixture of pain
and joy, performs this.

• The unresolved trauma is visually performed when
Mi-do and Dae-su embrace at the end of the film
(Figure 1). Mi-do’s all-red outfit is a stain amongst
the white snow that forgetting could not wipe away.

I would like to acknowledge Dr. Casimir for
mentoring me throughout this project and
Elizabeth Peterson for being a wealth of
knowledge and helping me source material for
this project.

• Chan-wook’s films critique Korean’s inability to 
confront the 한 left over from decades of 
traumatic events. 

• While 한 is specific to Koreans, cultural trauma is 
not. The ubiquity of cultural trauma makes the 
lessons in Chan-wook’s works of paramount 
importance.

• The roots of the culture of trauma must be 
reconstructed and mourned, or they will 
continue to drive us and future generations to 
violence and despair. 

• Resolution of trauma is never final, but Chan-
wook’s films are guidelines for cultures can begin 
to heal.

Figure 2: Jenny witnessing Guem-ja hold Beak 
at gun point

Figure 1: Mi-do and Dae-su embrace in the snow.

Figure 3: Mi-do kidnapped by a gang
Figure 4: Guem-ja crying into a white cake after Jenny 

offers the cake back to her

Figure 5: Parallel shots of the unnamed man (top) and 
Su-ah (bottom)

Figure 6: Guem-ja refusing the tofu from a priest


